A growing body of work is investigating the use of mental maps during decision-making. Here we discuss how decisionmaking organizes experiences according to an internal model of the current task, thereby structuring memory. Likewise, we consider how the structure of mental maps contributes to decision-making.
Memory Processes Transform Experiences into Mental Maps
In the late 1940s, the American psychologist Edward Tolman discovered that memories formed in a spatial maze were not mere reflections of an animal's experience. Rather, animals appeared to encode relations between locations that were never directly experienced [1] . Crucially, these transitive relations informed decisions when newly opened paths afforded shortcuts. Tolman hypothesized that the animals had formed a cognitive map (see Glossary) of the environment during encoding -a mental representation of the relative locations of objects and boundaries in their environment [1] . Decades later this idea still guides our understanding of place and grid cells -spatially tuned neurons in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, respectively, that encode the relations between different locations and environmental boundaries in a dynamic and continuous manner [2] . Intriguingly, recent evidence has shown that similar neural mechanisms could be involved in encoding the relationships between nonspatial conceptual representations characterized by continuous features [3, 4] and also, more generally, imagination [5,6]. Here we discuss evidence suggesting that map-like encoding mechanisms may be a widespread phenomenon in the brain and can potentially facilitate the interaction between decision-making and memory.
How Decision-Making Influences Cognitive Maps
Memory is an organism's capacity to store and retrieve previously encountered information, a function that is anatomically linked with the hippocampus in mammals. Memory durability after encoding is affected by factors such as time and previous knowledge. However, how ongoing decision-making affects our mental mapping of different experiences remains unclear. Investigating how decisions might bias memory, one study found that a decision-making task can bias which elements of an experience are stored in memory [7] . Participants were instructed to react to the location of a stimulus, but the task also featured an unmentioned relationship between stimulus color and the correct response that could be exploited to complete the instructed task. Although the colorresponse relation was simple and experienced over 700 times, two-thirds of participants failed to learn it. To understand the neural origin of this failure to learn, the authors tested whether prefrontal areas encoded color information throughout the
